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People and their exploits

Importance of Trivia
Like millions of others, two former
SU students caught Trivial Pursuit
fever as it swept across the country.
But while the rest of the trivia
game's loyal players grappled with
one nagging side-effect of their
disease-the desire to find out more
about topics than the succinct
answers provided-Erick Frankel
'79 and Lisa Merkin (who attended SU for two years) came up with
a cure.
They wrote Trivial Conquest.
Published by Avon this summer, the
592-page book contains background information on all of the
6,000 Trivial Pursuit questions.
" We were avid players of the
game," Frankel recalls, " but we
were constantly frustrated by the
game's short answers. We were
curious to know more. If we answered the question 'What was the
fourth country to have the atom
bomb?,' we'd wonder who were the
first three.
"That curiosity, and the feeling
that some of the answers may be
wrong, made us keep saying, 'I
wish we had a book to look this stuff
up in.' Finally we said, 'let's do it
ourselves.' "
Frankel is now a director of
publicity for an entertainment company, and Merkin a computer systems analyst. Both were novices to
the publishing field. With the brash
optimism of true novices, though,
they started at the top walking into
the William Morris Agency. Their
idea sold.
It took more than two dozen people to research, write, edit, type,
and proofread the book. Some of
the contributors were also SU
alumni, including MarkJ. Greenberg '53, and Edward Bleier '51,
both of Warner Communications;
Mike Greenstein '70, an instructor at SU; Kihm Winship '68, a
senior copywriter at SilvermanMower advertising agency; and
Roland Sweet '84, editor of the
Syracuse New Times.
The researchers unearthed some
100 inaccuracies in the game's answers, according to Frankel. These

Former SU students Erick Frankel and Lisa Merkin have written Trivial
Conquest, encyclopedic companion-piece to Trivial Pursuit.
ranged from typographical errors
to errors of fact.
As one of the researchers, Sweet
recalls what it was like to become
a Trivial Pursuit expert. He worked
on the project from mid-February
to mid-July.
" We delved into our hastily
assembled 328-volume reference library. Three weeks later, we moved
downtown to the public library's
reference room. A week after that,
we were at the Syracuse University
library. All these resources got us
barely one-fourth done. It's hard
finding sources for things like,
'Who was cremated on the marge
of Lake Lebarge?' "
Despite the sometimes dogged ,
frustrating pace of progress, the
book was completed in record time.
The first manuscript in Avon's
history to be delivered on computer
disc, the book was published two
months earlier than planned.

SU at the Olympics
SU's talent for turning out both
sports professionals and sports
journalists landed four alumniLeo Rautins '83, Thomas Darling
'81, Robert H. Brown '63, and
Stephen C. Gladstone '64- in the
most prestigious sports arena of all
this year: the Olympics.
For former SU basketball player
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Rautins, it was a chance to reach
new heights-not on the court, but
in the booth .
His first on-the-air experience
was as color commentator during
Olympic basketball games televised by the Canadian Broadcasting
Co.; it was his Newhouse School
education and basketball experience that got him there.
After being the interviewee for so
long himself, this professional
basketball player was empathetic
to the Olympic players he interviewed.
"You lose a game and some reporters come up to you as if nothing
happened, with no respect as to how
you feel ," he recalls. "When I approach athletes, I respect the fact
that they have lost a game and try
not to be very pushy."
Of his Olympic experience, Rautins says, "I really enjoyed it. Using
my first cr.ack to do the Olympics
was pretty exciting."
While for Rautins the Olympic
experience was a chance to try
something new, for Darling it was
a second chance to attain the gold
in rowing.
While Darling was a freshman,
his boat won the Intercollegiate
Rowing Association eight-oared
event. From 1979-81, he made the
four-boat of the U.S. Rowing National Team and pulled for a shot at

the 1980 Olympic gold. The U.S.
boycott broke his hopes.
Darling took 1982 off; the following year, he and former 1980 national team members started training again for the eight-boat event.
In 1983-84, the national crew
finished seventh in the World
Championships (New Zealand was
the champion) ; rousted Canada in
the second day of the Lucern Championship in the eight-oared event,
setting a course record; and became
the European Rowing Champions.
The Olympic gold appeared closer
than ever.
At the Olympics, on California's
Lake Casita, however, Canada took
off with a roar, leaving Darling's
boat in last place. They rallied
quickly and blasted past New Zealand, but Canada grabbed the gold,
beating Darling's boat by fourtenths of a second.
"Going into the race, I knew we
would win. I was angry at not getting the gold, but I didn't want to
mope on the grandstand ."
Looking back, Darling's not bitter. " It was tremendous how much
people were behind us. People were
yelling 'U.S.A.! U.S.A.! ,' cheering
us on. Afterwards, I got a lot of
phone calls. It was the most satisfying thing to find I'd had 15
Syracuse friends yelling at the TV.
I didn't realize what an effect it
was having on the country."
Like Darling, Brown, senior
editor for Sports Illustrated, had
trained for years for the Olympics.
But at the real thing-a grueling
marathon of coordinating Olympic
track-and-field event coveragethere were no spectators to cheer
him on.
"It was an incredible amount of
work," Brown says. "There were an
awful lot of events spread out over
125 miles, and we were working on
a strict schedule, with essentially
one-quarter to one-third of our normal staff. It was kind of tough."
But Brown and his staff did have
one advantage: the respect and trust
of the Olympic athletes. "We'd
covered them for years at Sports Illustrated. They could trust us to be
fair," Brown says. The result was a
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Teacher of the Year
If you had walked into Jonathon
Freedman's sociology class at
University College last semester,
you might have thought you'd
landed in a group of overgrown
kindergartners.
Freedman had his entire class of
adult students making paper
airplanes.
The idea, he says, was to teach
them the difference between craft
and assembly-line work.
The inspirational assignment was
only one of several unusual teaching
approaches that helped earn Freedman UC's teacher ofthe year award.
To teach well, Freedman says,
teachers must involve students. He
does exactly that by arranging for
his sociology students to ride in
police patrol cars, attend court sessions, and visit jails.
"After a long day at work," he
says, "adult students don't like to be
lectured at."

Jonathan Freedman is University
College's top teacher, 1984.
series of stories full of anecdotes
detailing the emotions of victory
and loss.
In between the hurly-burly of
covering the Olympics, one groggy
morning Brown heard a familiar
voice on the radio. It was the voice
of Gladstone, a former SU rower,
to whom Brown had served dinner
when the crew ate at Brown's fraternity, Delta Upsilon.
Gladstone had breezed into a
one-week job Brown might have envied for its ease.
With 17 years of coaching experience behind him and as rowing
director at Brown University,
Gladstone landed the ABC commentator sport for the rowing
events.
A mere two-day training program
in Hollywood familiarized him
with the equipment. When the big
week came, it was a breeze.
"I felt completely confident with
my knowledge of the subject,"
Gladstone says. "I wasn't thinking
about all the people who would be
watching. It was more like talking
to a friend next to me."
The only low point for Gladstone
was watching Darling's eight-boat
miss the gold. " I had coached Darling in one of his World Championship competitions," says Gladstone
"and I knew six others of the crew.
I was disappointed."
Broadcasting wasn't completely
unfamiliar to Gladstone: His father,
Henry Gladstone, has done a radio
news program on WOR in New
York City that enjoyed the most
listeners in the country for 20 years.
"On an unconscious level, I think
I might have done the Olympics to
please my father," says the younger
Gladstone. Please him it did, reports Gladstone happily: "He taped
the whole thing."

Little Apples
On April24, 1984, Peter Quinn '73
and Apple Computers shook the
computer world: They sold 50,000
Apple lie computers on the same
day they introduced the model at a
convention in San Francisco.
"We made computer history. It is
the largest selling computer in the
history of computers. In the first
month of its existence, the lie sold
more units than any other."
Quinn was engineer director
overseeing the Apple lie's creation
and birth. The tiny personal computer fits into a briefcase, and is
heralded by Popular Computing as
the " most dramatic change in the
Apple II family."
As a three-and-one-half year
contributor to that family, Quinn
has certainly made his mark . In his
capacity as Apple lie engineer
director, he was in charge of its
hardware, software, product design, disc drive, manufacturing,
and production.
Quinn was chosen for the job
after working on the Apple lie, an
enhanced version of the Apple II.
It took two years for him to complete the Apple Ilc project.
"This was more involved [than
the Apple Ile]. It was the biggest
thing I've worked on to date," says
Quinn.
What's next for him?
''I'm going to go on vacation."
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Ken Bowen and Mike Riposo (top left and right) are making computers
part of the junior high curriculum in Syracuse.

Computer Kids
Michael Riposo and Kenneth
Bowen prove that good things still
happe n when neighbors get
together.
Bowen, an SU professor of computer and information science,
teaches and does research in logic
programming. On weekends, he
sometimes dabbles in less traditional applications- allowing his
children and their friends to test
their ingenuity on state-of-the-art
programming languages.
Riposo is a 1966 SU alumnus
who teaches science and math at
Clary Middle School in Syracuse.
When he learned that his own
daughter was taking part in Bowen's
extracurricular research, Riposo
took more than a passing interestand SCHOOL PROLOG was born.
Using logic programming, Bowen created a language that greatly

simplifies computer use for beginners. Riposo used that language for
a Clary School pilot project intended to familiarize every one of
the school's 665 students with
computers.
"Every student has gotton to the
point of sitting down with a problem
and solving it with the computer,"
Riposo says with a teacher's pride.
Seventh-graders Charles Thomas
and Marcus Mueller, for example,
designed a program that allows
them to input a given medical problem, and the computer responds
with a list of Syracuse-area physicians who treat that malady.
Based on their success at Clary
school , Riposo and Bowen expect
SCHOOL PROLOG to spread
throughout the city school district.
And that may be only the beginning; as far as they know, there's
nothing like it anywhere else in the
country.
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Architecture
Old and New
One is an artist, one an architect.
Both are intrigued by the architectural conflict between old and new.
But each provides a unique, divergent resolution.
The artist, James Wines '55,
designs haunting new structures
with jagged walls that cut swaths in
the sky, suggesting, in a thoroughly
modern motif, ancient ruins.
The architect, S. Guy Lovelace
'59, renovates old and designs new
structures that re-create the architecture of long-ago eras. His work
ranges from turning railroad stations into Victorian restaurants to
building a casino in the Caribbean
that includes both a sultan's palace
and a New Orleans jazz house.
Wines, now chairman of the environmental and interior design
department at Parsons School of
Design in New York City, studied
art and art history at SU and then
worked for 15 years as an abstract
sculptor in New York City. In 1970,
he met experimental sculptor and
poet Alison Sky and photographerwriter Michell Stone; the three
formed SITE, an acronym for
"sculpture in the environment."
" We agreed that art and architecture had lost contact with people,"
Wines recently told Ttme magazine.
" We looked at old buildings in
Italy," he says, "and found they tell
us something about life, mystery,
religion. We wanted to create art
that relates to its surroundings, to
the people who live with it."
SITE's buildings do just that. The
structures are striking, yet they
blend into their environment. A
Best Products Co. showroom in
Richmond is built in segments, with
jagged, gaping brick walls emerging from a lush, delicate forest of
greenery. Another Best showroom,
located near Houston, is starkly
white. An avalanche of concrete
spills from a gash in the top of the
facade, and its rubble rests in a pile
on the entrance canopy.
" We have to bring art back to architecture," Wine says, "not as
decoration, but as sculpture in the
environment."
For Lovelace, too, the goal is to
bring back art- but not, in his case,
new art. Lovelace instead transports
period architecture into the modern
;age.
"Whenever I see an old building
torn down, it breaks my heart,"

Alumnus James Wines dreamed up the Best showroom shown above.
Architect Guy Lovelace (left) approaches "old-versus-new" quite dif
ferently, reviving lush styles of the past.

Lovelace says. "Marry the old with
the new, and you'll have an ideal
union, since all of us living in the
glittering present are products of
yesteryear."
Lovelace's work is found in
restaurants and hotels across the
country, although he splits most of
his time between his homes in
Easton, Md. , and Salt Cay in the
Caribbean. In Easton, he restores
old hotels and houses; in the Caribbean, he designs new structures
which reflect the islands' history.
Currently he is designing and
building the Alhambra Casino in
Aruba. Described as the " Disney
World of casinos," Alhambra is
scheduled to open next December
and will feature a re-creation of the
Casablanca restaurant, a New
Orleans jazz house, a sultan's
palace, a Victorian saloon, and an
art deco room where big bands will
perform . Craftspeople whom

Lovelace trains produce the ornate
decorations necessary to complete
the period effect.
Known as "The Romantic Revival Architect," Lovelace has more
than 200 restaurants, 6 hotels, 16
racetracks, 3 shopping center interiors, and scores of restoration
projects behind him.
"I try to create an ambiance that
will transport people's imaginations," Lovelace says. "Things have
to look the way they were in another
era. When you walk into a room, it
should be like entering a classical
painting.
"Architecture should be art," he
concludes, "and I am seeking to
revive the art of the splendid Romantic Age."

Sweet Seventeen
Last May, Cathi Hanauer '84
made the road to success look
remarkably simple: Less than a
month after graduating from SU's
Newhouse School , she was
associate editor of Seventeen 's
"Mini-Mag" section-a "magazine within the magazine."
Ironically, when Hanauer started
out as a freshman at SU, she had no
thoughts of a career in journalism.
Any interest she might have had was
squelched during her senior year in
high school, when an article she
wrote was rejected by the same
magazine she's working for now.
It wasn't until she took an SU

course in fiction that Hanauer
began to think about a career in
magazine writing. After two more
semesters, she transferred into the
Newhouse School and took an introductory magazine course from
Associate Professor William
G Iavin. That gave her a permanent
case of magazine fever.
"I knew from the first day it was
right for me," she says. "And I
loved what Glavin said about magazines-that there was one that
could fill anyone's interests."
Hanauer's enthusiasm and talent
earned her an internship with
Syracuse Magazine, assignments
for the Daily Orange and the Kensington News (while she was studying in London) , and, eventually, a
summer internship with Seventeen.
Back on campus for her senior
year, Hanauer continued to do assignments for Seventeen and was
asked to test for a position on the
regular staff.
"I worked on that test all through
finals week," Hanauer recalls. "I
stayed up until five every morning.
But in the end they offered it to
someone else."
Hanauer's disappointment was
short-lived. First, another magazine called with a job offer; then,
Seventeen was back on the phone
with another offer.
"I was so confused," Hanauer
says, "I didn't know which way to
go." But Seventeen soon upped the
ante, offering more money and the
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title of associate editor.
Needless to say, Hanauer has no
regrets-she hasn't had time.
Asked where she'd like to be in five
years, she says, "I guess everyone's
dream is to be editor-in-chief. But
I know that will take longer than
five years."
With Hanauer's track record,
though, who knows?

Syracuse Grasslands
It is an incongruous sight, Professor Samuel McNaughton in his
laboratory, strolling through the
grasslands of the Serengeti in his
suit and tie.
But the marriage of civilization
with the African wilds is at the crux
of McNaughton's research.
This SU biology professor and
plant ecologist is studying the
grasses-both in the SU greenhouses and during African field
trips-as part of an attempt to
reduce the Serengeti-Mara ecosystem to an intricate web of
mathematical formulae. Those formulae may help to define a grazing
system here in America that is

similar to that of the SerengetiMara game reserves. Serengeti
grasslands support more than 1.5
million wildebeasts, 600,000
gazelles, 250,000 zebras, 100,000
tapis, and nearly as many cape
buffalo.
The success of the SerengetiMara ecosystem merits imitation.
Many of the grasses that McNaughton studies, for example,
replenish themselves in a way uncommon to many grazing plants.
Some of the Tanzanian species "are
not only tolerant of grazing,"
McNaughton says. "Their growth
is actually stimulated by grazing."
For 10 years McNaughton has researched the grasslands, searching
for ways to bring a similar ecosystem to America. It's not far-fetched:
The Serengeti grasslands greatly
resemble those which once thrived
in North America, supporting
millions of buffalo.
"We're trying to put together a
computer model of all this data,"
McNaughton explains. "When we
do- and if the model works- then
we'll have a real tool for managing
our own grazing systems."
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Disaster Master

Mike Berger is unique among
members of the SU Cricket Club:
He's an American.

OddManln

Samuel McNaughton's SU-based African grasslands may one day improve the vast grazing territories ofAmerica.
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Now that Berger knows more
about the game, he recognizes its
difficulties. ' 'At first I was just
whacking at the ball," he admits.
"Now I find there's a lot of finesse
involved."
Although cricket has been played
informally by foreign students at
SU for some 20 years, the cricket
club finished its first season this
fall, winning three of four matches.
Next year, they hope to play as many
1 as 10 or 12.
\
Berger's enthusiasm for the game
confounds his American friends.
" They can't understand why I like
it,'' he says. ''A lot of them think it's
a little wierd."
But that is exactly what interested
Mike Berger in the first place.

When Mike Berger joined the new
SU cricket club last year, it was
because he was looking for something completely different.
But Berger, a graduate student in
the SUNY College ofEnvironmental Science and Forestry, found that
he himself was the odd ball- the
only American among the club's 50
members. The others hail from
England, India, Pakistan, the West
Indies, and Ireland- places where
cricket is as popular as baseball is
in Berger's homeland .
"The other members used to ask
me, 'Are you from New Zealand,
South Africa, or Australia?' "
Bergerrecalls. "When I'd say, 'New
Jersey,' it would really throw them."
Berger first learned about cricket
from watching the Eng! ish comedy
show, Monty Python 's Flying
Circus.
"One night they started making
fun of cricket," he explains. "I
asked an English friend of mine
about it and thought it sounded kind
of interesting-different from anything else I'd done."

When Daniel M. Nosenchuck '76
was a student of mechanical and
aerospace engineering, winning an
Emmy was no doubt the last thing
on his mind.
This fall , Nosenchuck won an
Emmy for special effects in the television fLlm on nuclear war, The Day
After. It was Nosenchuck who was
responsible for the mushroomshaped clouds viewers saw rising
after the explosion of nuclear warheads during The Day After.
He was hired as a consultant for
the job while a graduate student in
aeronautics at the California Institute of Technology. To simulate the
mushroom clouds, Nosenchuck
filmed jets of milk that were injected down into a small laboratory
water tank. Inverted and superimposed onto landscape pictures, the
milk images were strikingly similar
to the clouds produced by nuclear
explosions.
When not reproducing catastrophe, Nosenchuck is an assistant
professor of mechanical engineering at Princeton University. He was
also a recent recipient of a Presidential Young Investigator Award from
the National Science Foundation.
Nosenchuck wasn't SU's only
Emmy-winner, incidentally. Bill
Persky '53 won an Emmy for his
direction of an episode of the situation comedy series Kate and Allie.
Persky is co-producer and regular
director of that series, and for him
winning Emmys may be becoming
old hat. In addition to this Em my,
he has won others for a Bill Cosby
special, which he wrote and co-produced, and for a Sid Caesar special.
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